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I Dream of A New America is a very relevant book for these challenging times. At this critical time
in our history when a hunger for political change is struggling to be born; when the confrontation
between the old politics of conflict and compromise and the new politics of hope and possibility is
being played out on the national stage, author George Cappannelli, wellknown corporate and
political consultant and author of Say Yes To Change and Authenticity, adds his distinctly
provocative and insightful voice to this crucial political debate. In I Dream of A New America, Keys
To Reclaiming The Heart & Soul of America, Cappannelli brings unique and powerful perspectives,
solid recommendations, practical experience and a refreshing honesty about the hard subjects that
only someone who has been in a some of the world’s leading boardrooms and political war rooms
can offer.
Are we really committed to change, he asks? Are we disturbed enough by the dysfunction and
disharmony present in Washington; disheartened and disappointed by the lack of effective and
intelligent action being taken by leaders on both sides of the aisle and, of particular concern, by the
absence of competence and consciousness they demonstrate? Are we ready for a new brand of
political leaders with character and the willing and ability to identify and execute real solutions to
our major problems? Are we also ready to accept our responsibility as citizens and do all that is
necessary to reclaim our sovereignty and renew the promises articulated in our Declaration of
Independence, the U.S. Constitution and The Bill of Rights? Do we believe it is still even possible?

These are some of the questions Cappannelli explores! He believes we are at a tipping point and
must move beyond settling for the same old tired solutions and the same cast of recycled and
ineffective political operatives; we must work to end this rapid and precipitous decline toward the
end of our forefathers’ noble dream and once again set this ship of state on a heading toward a
proud and positive future. He believes it is time to take a number of critical steps:
·
·
·
·
·
·

Reclaim our sovereignty and selfgovernance
Revisit our systems of checks and balances
Redefine the role of the President and Vice President.
Recast the role of the media, and the way we select our candidates
Reconsider general strikes and tax revolts as effective democratic tools
Revitalize our core values and reclaim the moral high ground

Cappannelli offers very specific and practical recommendations – some are moderate and easier to
implement and others more radical and require greater courage and dialogue – but one thing is
very clear, he doesn’t hold back his punches. He believes we are at the tipping point and that it is
time we begin the next stage of the American Revolution.
For additional information and to see the YouTube Video (Voices For A New America) visit:
www.IDreamOfANewAmerica.com and www.Authenticity.cc
Praise For The Author’s Past Work
“In these turbulent times we are all faced with dramatic changes. Our ability to accept change, to deal with it
consciously and with the kind of optimism, insight and confidence discussed in Say Yes To Change may well be one of
the most important abilities we can develop.”
Gerald Jampolski  Author of Love Is Letting Go Of Fear
"Authenticity is a very important subject desperately needed in these challenging times and spoken in voice that has
been there and knows the ground. Cappannelli is the real deal!"
Melina Bellows, Contributing Writer  Cosmopolitan & The Washingtonian
"In boardrooms and coffee rooms people are aware that the pace of technology and the challenges of a global
economic marketplace make incredible demands on us all. So no matter what your role or level of responsibility, the
ideas and suggestions presented in Say Yes To Change can make a real difference in your life."
Cody Plott, President,  Pebble Beach Resort
“Authenticity is a terrific book for our times. Keen insights, spiritual wisdom and practical advice challenge and invite
you to live a richer, deeper life of meaning and inner integrity. I strongly recommend it to people of faith everywhere."
The Very Reverend Edward H. Harrison  Dean, St. John's Episcopal Cathedral
“In a world as technologically advanced as ours, it is easy to get overwhelmed by change. Yet change, as we are
reminded in Say Yes To Change, is not only inevitable but valuable. The unique insights and practical tools shared
with us can help us – as executive teams and as individuals to live more expansive, empowered and successful lives.”
Brewster Shaw, US Astronaut & Boeing’s Director of The Manned Flight & Space Exploration
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